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A vulnerability is a weakness or fault  that could be used to 
cause harm.

Vulnerabilities...

LESSON #1 KEY TERMS

Attack...
An attack is what eventually happens if a vulnerability is not 
fixed.
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ASSESSMENT...

Mix and Match Game  Answer key  Session 1.docx

Mix and Match Game  Session 1.docx
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LESSON #2...
PASSWORDS

Session2_Passwords.pptx

Session 2 – Instructor’s Notes.docx
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 Passwords help keep our information safe and secure! 

Why do we use passwords?

 A STRONG password is not easily guessed and includes a 
combination of upper case and lower case letters, symbols 
and numbers!

Step 1: Don’t reuse old passwords!

Step 2: Add some uppercase or lowercase letters!

Step 3: Add random numbers!  DO NOT JUST ADD 123

Step 4: Add in some of the following symbols!
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• Brute Force Attack: A method of trying every possible 
combination until a combination works. 

• Dictionary Attack: A method of searching by common 
words and combinations of names.

PASSWORD HACKS...
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ACTIVITY...

Cracking the Password  Session 2 Activity Print Out.docx

Cracking the Password – Teacher Instructions  Session 2.docx



Attachments
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These are the notes for Session 1 of the CyberImmunization course! This session focuses on learning the foundations of cybersecurity. The foundation is based of identify what a hacker is, identifying problems, and easy tips to protect ourselves and



Please note that each session has more than 45 minutes of material and you can choose to present which activities and evaluations you choose too.





What’s Included:

· Lecture Slides (Session1_Threat&Vulnerabilities.pptx)

· Activity Sheet (Session 1 – Activity.pdf)

· Evaluation (Mix and Match Game – Session1.docx)

· Evaluation Answer Key (Mix and Match Game Answer Key – Session1.docx)



Lecture Slides:

Session 1’s slides introduces the students to some of the dangers of the internet. It is an introductory lesson about what a hacker is and how we can be put at harm online. The slides then continue to introduce what a vulnerability, exploit and an attack is! Each definition comes with an example and instructor prompts at the bottom of the slides.



Activity Sheet:

The activity sheet is designed to provide the students with an idea of how to protect an asset/technology they deem important! Each bubble indicates what to fill out about the situation. At the end of the activity each student should have a method of how to protect their valuables against an attack!



	Materials Needed:

· Activity sheet printout for each student

· Pencils for each student



Evaluation & Answer Key:

Session 1’s evaluation is a mix and match game that reinforces the concepts the students learned. There is 6 mix and match possibilities for the students to choose. The words the students are to match to the situations are provided in a table at the top of the sheet. An answer key is provided in order to go over the answers at the end of the lesson.
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What do you like about Internet?





Start a discussion in class, what do kids like about the internet?

Possible answers: Knowledge, sharing information, connecting with friends
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Not everything on the Internet is good. There are many things that we could change. What would you change?
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If you want to be safe on the Internet, you should learn to protect yourself
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What would you want to protect?

Chances are if you like something, it is worth protecting! Your personal information, family and favorite pictures are worth protecting!





















Chances are if you like something, it is worth protecting! Your personal information, family and favourite items are worth protecting!

So how can we protect ourselves?
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Who are we protecting from? 

Hacker





Hacker is person illegally accesses somebody else’s information and devices.





Hacker is person who hacks computers, i.e., illegally accesses somebody else’s information and devices.





An example: There is someone who makes money selling photos online. They get photos by logging onto your social media and stealing your photos! They have stolen your assets and are intruding on your privacy!



Any data posted online can be a dangerto us! So how do you identify an attack?
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Vulnerabilities

A vulnerability is a weakness or fault  that could be used to cause harm.



Example: Using a common password which an attacker could easily guess. The easily guessed password is a vulnerability.

Oops I forgot to lock my house. 







Next, we’ll talk about vulnerabilities. A vulnerability is a weakness or fault that could be exploited to cause harm. 



Some examples of vulnerabilities are: a password that can easily be guessed. 

These are considered vulnerabilities because they are weaknesses to the system that can be exploited by attackers, but on their own, do not cause harm. 
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Attack

An attack is what eventually happens if a vulnerability is not fixed.



Example: Someone logged in to your computer and stole all of your photos! They are now holding them hostage for money. 

This is an attack.



CRACK!

Someone broke my broom! I should have protected it better!







An attack is what a threat ultimately becomes if a vulnerability is not fixed. 



When action is taken and done to cause harm to the user or system.



Let’s ask ourselves: How can we protect ourselves from cyber attacks?
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Remember that learning how to protect yourself and knowledge is your best weapon!

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF!











Over the next few weeks we will learn more ways to protect and educate ourselves against cyber attacks!
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Mix and Match Game!



Match the security definitions about threats and vulnerabilities to the situations below!

The top row of definitions can be used more than once!



Definitions:

		Hacker

		Valuable

		Vulnerability

		Attack







Situations:



1._______ Valuable ________	There is a really nice swimming pool that is worth protecting!





2._______ Vulnerability _____	You  and your best friend have the same passwords.	





3._______Attack___________	All your silly pictures have been stolen and someone is using them to embarrass you!





4.________Hacker_________	Someone who wants to steal your information online and to pretend to be you.





5.________ Vulnerability ____		You have money in your piggy bank and someone 							left a window unlocked in your room.





6.________Attack__________		Your phone was stolen when you were not looking.
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Mix and Match Game!



Match the security definitions about threats and vulnerabilities to the situations below!

The top row of definitions can be used more than once!



Definitions:

		Hacker

		Valuable

		Vulnerability

		Attack







Situations:



1._______________________	There is a really nice swimming pool that is worth protecting!





2._______________________	You  and your best friend have the same passwords.	





3._______________________	All your silly pictures have been stolen and someone is using them to embarrass you!





4._______________________	Someone who wants to steal your information online and to pretend to be you.





5._______________________		You have money in your piggy bank and someone 							left a window unlocked in your room.





6._______________________		Your phone was stolen when you were not looking.
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Session 2 – Instructor’s Notes





These are the notes for Session 2 of the CyberImmunization course! This session focuses on learning about password security and how we can make our passwords stronger and less vulnerable to theft. 



Please note that each session has more than 45 minutes of material and you can choose to present which activities and evaluations you choose too.



What’s Included:

· Lecture Slides (Session2_Passwords.pptx)

· Activity Sheet & Instruction Sheet (Cracking the Password – Session 2 Activity Printout.docx & Cracking the Password – Teacher Instructions – Session 2.docx)

· Evaluation (True or False – Session 2 Evaluation.docx)

· Evaluation Answer Key (True or False Answer Key – Session 2 Evaluation.docx)



Lecture Slides: 

Session 2 covers password security and how we can identify weak passwords. Students will be taught what constitutes a weak password and strong password. The slides also provide the students with rules on how to improve their passwords to make them strong. Two kinds of attacks that weak passwords are susceptible too are covered as well.



Activity Sheet:

Cracking the Password

The activity for lesson two is based on being able to guess weak passwords! This is a guessing game for students where they will try to guess each other’s passwords (in groups of two). The stronger the password the harder it is too guess!



The printout for the activity has been provided as well as an instruction sheet on how to organize and play the game. Please read the instruction sheet before playing this game with the students.



Materials Needed:

· Stopwatch (One for the entire class)

· Activity Printout and pencil for each student





Continued on the next page
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Evaluation & Answer Key:

The evaluation for testing Session 2’s information is a simple true or false test. Students are to answer true or false on the provided lines next to the statements about password security. An answer key has been provided.



Materials Needed:

· Evaluation Printout and pencil for each student
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Why do we use passwords?

Passwords help keep our information safe and secure! 







It’s like a lock and key. If you have the proper key (or password) then you are granted access to what’s behind the lock!







Ask the question: “Why do we use passwords? What do we use them for?”



Passwords help keep our information safe and secure! Using passwords also help with confidentiality and making sure that information is only given to those allowed to see it!



An example of how we use passwords is a lock and key. The proper key unlocks the lock and gives up entry to whatever is behind the lock. Just like using the proper password gives us access to our accounts! (Examples of accounts: email, social media and logging into a computer!)
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Weak Passwords

 All lowercase or uppercase letters

 Common words (princess, dragon, your pet’s name)

 Not using a mixture of numbers and symbols!

 Contains less then 8 characters! TOO SHORT!







A weak password can be easily guessed!





What makes a password weak?



Lots of things! Using all of the same case (uppercase and lowercase). Using common words, not using numbers and symbols and having a short password are all bad! 



An easily guessed password means losing your information and accounts!
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My password was princess123 and now someone is pretending to be me online!



HOW COULD I HAVE FIXED THIS????
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Strong Passwords





Something that is not easily guessed and includes a combination of upper case and lower case letters, symbols and numbers!



Examples:  12Maple_wood89

	         *IloveMy_#1Dog

	          CU_L8Tr_Sk8rT478





What is a strong password?



Something that is not easily guessed and includes a combination of upper case and lower case letters, symbols and numbers!
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How to make your passwords stronger

Step 1: Don’t reuse old passwords!



Step 2: Add some uppercase or lowercase letters!



Step 3: Add random numbers!  DO NOT JUST ADD 123



Step 4: Add in some of the following symbols!

	% $ #  ! _ - / ? * & ^ 





Step 1: Don’t make it an easily guessed word!



Step 2: Add some uppercase or lowercase letters!



Step 3: Add random numbers! DO NOT JUST ADD 123!



Step 4: Add in some keyboard symbols!
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WHAT’S WRONG DAD?



SOMEONE STOLE MY PASSWORDS AND LOCKED ME OUT OF ALL MY ACCOUNTS!











ALL OF YOUR ACCOUNTS !?!?!

EVEN MY ONLINE BANKING



WAIT DAD… YOU DON’T REUSE THE SAME PASSWORD DO YOU?









WELL…. YES

OH DAD… NOT AGAIN.









Password Attacks

Different types of attacks include:

Brute Force Attack

Dictionary Attack





But how do people find out my password?

By attacking it





Ask the question: “But how do people find out my password?”



There’s different kinds of attacks attackers will use to discover passwords! Today we’ll go over two of them: Brute Force Attack and a Dictionary Attack.
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Brute Force Attack

A brute force attack is where an attacker tries every possible combination they can think of until a combination works. This attack takes a lot of time and effort. 







Think of how much time it would take to try to call every phone number in the world until you finally reach your friend next door, that’s a long time!





A brute force attack is where an attacker tries every possible combination they can think of until a combination works.



This attack takes a lot of time and effort. Think of how much time it would take to try to call every phone number in the world until you finally reach your friend next door, that’s a long time!
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Dictionary Attack

A dictionary attack is a method of searching by common words and combinations of names.

Common combinations include:

Capitalizing only the first letter

Ending your password with a single digit.







It’s like searching through a dictionary of known words until you find the correct word you’re looking for!





What is a dictionary attack?

A dictionary attack is a method of searching by common words and combinations of names.

Common combinations include capitalizing only the first letter and ending your password with a single digit.

It’s like searching through a dictionary of known words until you find the correct word you’re looking for!
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Most Common Passwords
of 2016

password

qwerty

123456

google

12345678

111111

123123

mynoob

123321

654321













These are the worst passwords I’ve seen!



They don’t even use symbols! $%#!_-?!!





Here’s a list of the most commonly used passwords in 2016. Can you tell that these passwords do not meet any of the strong password criteria? There’s no mixture of upper and lower case letters, numbers and symbols.
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I finally have a new password!

… It’s not I-FORGOT-MY-PASSWORD is it?









You reuse that every time you forget your password, at this rate I’ll have renamed you McChickenMan on all your accounts muahahah

How did you know….?









Recap

Strong Password Criteria: 

Longer then 8 characters

Contains a mixture of upper and lower case letters

Contains a mixture of numbers

Contains a mixture of symbols !@#$%^&*_-

Brute Force Attack: A method of trying every possible combination until a combination works. 

Dictionary Attack: A method of searching by common words and combinations of names.
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Cracking the Password



Following your teacher’s instructions and the directions down below in order to complete the activity. The goal of this game is to make predictions and try to guess other classmate’s passwords. Will you be the next password master?



Step 1: Make your prediction

Circle which type of password you think will be the easiest to guess:

	a) A password made up of only numbers

	b) A password with only numbers or letters

	c) Both are the same difficulty for guessing.



Want to explain your reasoning? Explain your prediction below.
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Step 2: Listen to your teacher’s instructions to fill out the table below:

Note* Write down the predicted password before the beginning of a new round.

		Round

		Predicted Password

		Which pass word type was guessed first? Circle the guessed one.



		1

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		2

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		3

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		4

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		5

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		6

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		7

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters



		8

		



		All numbers  or  Number/letters







Step 3: Look at the data

After the 8 rounds have been played, your teacher will count the number of times each password type was guessed first for the whole class. When your teacher puts it on the board record the totals here:



All Numbers Total:_______	Numbers or Letter Total:_______


Based on the totals above which kind of password was easier to guess? Is this password type a strong or weak password? Do these totals match your predictions from Step 1?
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Cracking the Password – Teacher Instructions



Background:

This activity should not be played until after the lecture slides have been presented to the students. The background given in the slides will give this activity more context and be more enjoyable to play!



Tell the students they will now play a guessing game where they pair up and create "passwords" that their partner will try must try to guess. One student in each group will select a number (0–9). The other student will select a number or a letter (0–9 or a–z). To keep the activity on the shorter side, their "passwords" will only be one characters long.



Instructions:

1. Divide the classroom into pairs. If you have an odd number of students, include yourself in one of the pairs.

2. Designate one student from each pair to Group 1, and the other student in the pair to Group 2.

3. Complete one round of the game. For each pair of students:

a. The students MUST pick their passwords before the round starts and write them in the box on the worksheet.

i. Students in Group 1 picks a password with numbers between (0-9)

ii. Students in Group 2 picks a password with number between (0-9) OR letters (a – z)

b. Students now take turns trying to guess each other’s passwords. One student at a time.

i. The first student in the pair to guess each other’s password wins the round and the next one can begin.

ii. Each student should use their worksheet to record which password was guessed in the table (number only or number/letter)

4. On the board write: Number only total: ______ and Number or letter total: _______

a. Ask one student from every group if their number-only password was guessed first.

b. [bookmark: _GoBack]Ask one student from every group to raise their hands if their number/letter password was guessed first.

c. Tally up the raised hands and write it on the board.

5. Repeat steps 3-4, but let Group 2 guess first.

6. After all the rounds have been completed, ask the students to fill in the section of the print off analyzing their predictions and the totals achieved. Discuss the results with the class!
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Passwords: True or False?



Answer the statements below about password security by writing TRUE or FALSE!

Good luck!





1._______________________	The password princess123 is a strong password.



2._______________________	A dictionary attack is when someone hits the computer with a dictionary until it gives it information.



3.______________________	A strong password should have 8 or more characters in it.	



4._______________________	Passwords help keep our confidentially and information safe.



5._______________________	The password 12Hawt_d0g* is considered a weak password.



6._______________________	A brute force attack is when every possible combination is tried until one works.



7._______________________	Brute force attacks are very quick, you can figure passwords in seconds!



8._______________________	One of the strong password criteria is to have your password contain a mixture of numbers.



9._______________________		It’s good practice to reuse old passwords often.



[bookmark: _GoBack]10._______________________	A strong password criteria is to use a mixture of symbols!#$%^&*_-.



11._______________________	Criteria for a weak password is to use both upper and lowercase letters.



12._______________________	5ecuritY_i5*c00l! is considered to be a strong password.
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Passwords: True or False?



Answer the statements below about password security by writing TRUE or FALSE!

Good luck!





1.________F_______________	The password princess123 is a strong password.



2.________F_______________	A dictionary attack is when someone hits the computer with a dictionary until it gives it information.



3._______T_______________	A strong password should have 8 or more characters in it.	



4.________T_______________	Passwords help keep our confidentially and information safe.



5.________F_______________	The password 12Hawt_d0g* is considered a weak password.



6._______T________________	A brute force attack is when every possible combination is tried until one works.



7.______F_________________	Brute force attacks are very quick, you can figure passwords in seconds!



8._______T________________	One of the strong password criteria is to have your password contain a mixture of numbers.



9.______F_________________		It’s good practice to reuse old passwords often.



10.______T_________________	A strong password criteria is to use a mixture of symbols!#$%^&*_-.



11.____F___________________	Criteria for a weak password is to use both upper and lowercase letters.



12.______T_________________	5ecuritY_i5*c00l! is considered to be a strong password.
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